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Abstract: We have investigated the suitability to use the 1D spin crossover coordination 
polymer [Fe(4-(2’-hydroxyethyl)-1,2,4-triazole)3]I2·H2O, known to crossover around room 
temperature, as a sensor via optical detection using various contact pressures up to 250MPa. A 
dramatic persistent colour change is observed. The experimental data, obtained by calorimetric 
and Mössbauer measurements, have been used for a theoretical analysis, in the framework of the 
Ising-like model, of the thermal and pressure induced spin state switching. 
 
Keywords: spin crossover; pressure sensors; optical detection; smart materials; material 
characterization 
 
I. Introduction 

Due to the current need of processing and storage of an increasing amount of information 
it becomes necessary to use miniaturized devices including multifunctional components. 
Particularly, molecular materials are considered as a promising class for implementation in 
molecular nano-devices. To this aim, spin crossover (SCO) materials including 3d4-3d7 transition 
metals were selected due to their potential miniaturization and suitable applications in memory 
devices, sensors, switches, and displays [1-4]. These materials can switch between two 
distinguished states, namely the low-spin (LS) state and the high-spin (HS) state by applying 
external perturbations such as temperature, pressure, light or a magnetic field [4]. As a result, 
different optical, magnetic, vibrational and structural properties are observed, which are more 
pronounced in the case of Fe(II) complexes. The most widely used perturbation to induce a spin 
state transition is the temperature, but a pressure stimulus also induces modifications on the spin 



state. Thus SCO materials are considered as pressure sensors [2,5]. A remarkable family 
concerns 1D Fe(II) coordination polymers with 1,2,4-triazole ligands [6,7], which show marked 
colour changes making this family of materials suitable to be used as temperature and pressure 
sensors with optical detection [2]. In Figure 1a, the pressure applied to the Fe(II) material is 
lower than the critical pressure, Pc, and the SCO compound appears white (HS state). The white 
surface can reflect the laser light to the light detector, which can be connected to a computer. In 
Figure 1b, the pressure applied to the material under study is above the critical pressure, Pc, 
causing the SCO compound to turn purple (LS state). The purple surface absorb the light or 
reflect it to a lesser degree, depending on the wavelength of the light used. The change in 
pressure can thus be detected optically at a critical point.   

 

 
  (a) 

 
(b) 

 

 

Figure 1 SCO material used as pressure sensor: (a) the SCO material reflects the light to the 
detector, indicating that the pressure is below the critical point; (b) the SCO material does not 
reflect the light to the detector, indicating that the pressure is above the critical point. 

The continuous developments of chemical systems in our laboratory allows the selection of the 
best SCO systems with special requirements concerning the SCO temperature region, which 
need to be located around the room temperature region as well as the width of their bistability 
domain which need to be as large as possible. Following these conditions, we decided to focus 
on the 1D chain [Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O (hyetrz = 4-(2’-hydroxyethyl)-1,2,4-triazole) as a suitable 
candidate. This material is known to exhibit a cooperative and thermochromic spin transition 
from LS (S = 0, violet) to HS (S = 2, white) around the room temperature region [8]. In this work 
we show that [Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O can be used as a visual detector of strong mechanical contact 
pressure from 250 to 2500 bars. This result is supported by thermal dependence of the optical 
density measurements, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy and differential scanning calorimetry. A 
correlation of SCO properties with the pressure contact is made thanks to an Ising-like model. 
These results provide the basis for the construction of a marker pressure device. 

2. Temperature study 
 

The colour change of the sample from white (HS) to violet (LS) was monitored through variable-
temperature optical reflectivity measurements in a dry nitrogen atmosphere at 2 K/min. The 
thermal dependence of the optical density has been recorded spectroscopically at a quasi-
monochromatic wavelength of λ = 550(50) nm (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Thermal evolution of reflectance spectra recorded on [Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O in the solid 
state (left) and of the optical density at λ = 550 nm (right).  
 
The hysteretic SCO behaviour around room temperature is confirmed for [Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O at 
Tc
↑ = 292 K and Tc

↓ = 275 K by optical reflectivity measurements (Figure 2). The high colour 
contrast of the sample observed on cooling can be tracked by recording temperature dependence 
of the reflectance spectra. In the LS state, the reflectance spectrum shows a band centred on 680 
nm, in good agreement with the pink colour of sample. By increasing the temperature, a blue 
shift of the spectrum maximum is observed, followed by a broadening of the reflectance 
spectrum, in good agreement as well with the white colour of the sample in the HS state. The 
optical characterization has been completed by differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) 
measurements that were undertaken to confirm the spin transition temperature range as well as to 
determine, quantitatively, the thermodynamic parameters to be used in our Ising model described 
hereafter.  
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Figure 3. DSC curves for [Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O over the temperature range 265-303 K. 
 
DSC profiles were recorded at 10 K/min in the heating and cooling modes around the room 
temperature region as shown in Figure 3. The DSC curve shows an endothermic peak at Tmax

↑ = 
293 K and an exothermic peak at Tmax

↓ = 280 K, in fair agreement with the transition 
temperatures observed from optical measurements. The difference seen in the lower branch of 
the spin transition curve is associated to the lower scan rate (2K/min) used for the optical 



measurements. The enthalpy and entropy variations were determined as ∆H = 16.42 kJmol-1 and 
∆S = 57.42 J.mol-1K-1. The experimentally measured entropy variation accounts for an electronic 
contribution, Rln5 = 13.4 J.mol-1K-1, and a vibrational contribution of 41.77 J.mol-1K-1. These 
values were corrected taking into account the active sites fraction associated to the spin transition 
which was accurately determined from complimentary Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements 
detailed below. Indeed on cooling to 78 K, a single quadrupole doublet with isomer shift δLS = 
0.50(1) mm.s-1 was observed indicating 100% LS ions. The presence of a quadrupole splitting 
∆EQ

LS = 0.24(1) mm.s-1, indicates a distortion for the octahedral as expected within a 1D chain 
[9]. At 313 K, a temperature for which the compound is expected to have undergone the spin 
transition, according to optical reflectivity measurements (Figure 1), the spectrum shows a major 
quadrupole doublet (87%) attributed to HS FeII (δ = 0.99(1) mm.s-1 and ∆EQ = 2.49(2) mm.s-1) 
and a minor one (13%) corresponding to LS FeII (δ = 0.36 mm.s-1 and ∆EQ = 0.17(5) mm.s-1). 
Thus [Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O undergoes an incomplete ST on warming with 13% of non switching 
sites, which need to be taken into account for the enthalpy determination associated to the spin 
state change. 
 

 
Figure 4. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra for [Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O at 78 K (left) and 313 K (right). 
 
3. Pressure study 
 
Pressure experiments were carried out on a home-made micromechanical device. The sample 
was deposited on a metal plate and covered with a scotch tape (Figure 5).  
 

 

Figure 5 (Left): sample holder showing the SCO compound at room temperature on its sample 
holder covered with a scotch tape. (Right): Enlarged view of the sample evidencing colour 



change to pink at room temperature for various applied pressures (25 MPa, 50 MPa, 100 MPa, 
150 MPa, 200 MPa and 250 MPa). 
 
As shown in Figure 5, the material is white at room temperature and ambient pressure which is 
characteristic of the HS state. The pressure was applied at selected spots on the sample, released 
and a photograph was taken again.  As it can be seen, for a threshold value of the applied 
pressure of ca. 30-40 MPa, the SCO powder switches from white (HS) to pink (LS) and retain its 
colour (spin state) when pressure is released.  
 
4. Phase diagram based on Ising like model 

 
Various physical methods, such as magnetic susceptibility measurements, Mössbauer 
spectroscopy, optical and vibrational spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and heat-capacity 
measurements [4], are used to describe the switching behaviour of SCO materials. Due to the 
expensive cost of such equipments used in physical characterizations, several theoretical models 
are used to predict the SCO properties. This includes models such as atom-phonon coupling [10-
15], Ising-like [16-20] or mechano-elastic [11] which have been used to describe the role played 
in SCO behaviour by the lattice architecture, the influence of short- and long-range 
intermolecular interactions when applying external perturbation such as a temperature and/or a 
pressure variation. 

In the Ising like model, to represent the two states of a SCO molecule, Wajnflasz and 
Pick [16] have introduced a fictitious spin operator σ which can take the value 1+  when the 
molecule is in the HS state or 1−  when the molecule is in the LS state with respective 
degeneracies HSg  and LSg . 

For a system with non-interacting molecules the Hamiltonian is given by: 
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where
1

N

i=
∑ denotes the sum over all SCO molecules, N  is the number of molecules and∆ 

represents the energy gap between the HS and LS states. 
Over the last few years an important effort has been done in order to explain the influence 

of both short- and long-range interaction which induce different types of spin transition shapes 
[19-24], with or without hysteresis. The wideness of the hysteresis loop is determined by the 
long-range interaction parameter. 
 
The Hamiltonian for interaction molecules, as proposed in[14] can be written as follows: 
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where,
,i j
∑ is the sum over nearest neighbour spins, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, /HS LSg g g=

is the degeneracy ratio, J  and G  represent the short and long rage interaction parameters and

σ  is the average value of the fictitious magnetization. 



In the mean field approach the average of the fictitious magnetization is given by: 
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where Jq GΓ = + is the reduced interaction parameter and ( , )T p∆ = ∆  is the reduced gap energy. 
The HS molar fraction is given by: 

1
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The pressure dependence of the energy gap is: 

0( , )T p p Vδ∆ = ∆ +  ,                                                            (5) 

where 0 ( , 0)T p∆ = ∆ = , Vδ is the volume variation and p is the external applied pressure.  

 
From the DSC measurements, and taking into account 87% of spin switching determined by 
Mössbauer measurements, the entropy value calculated ∆S = 57.42 J.mol-1K-1 give a 
degeneracies ratio state of the two spin state, g, such as lng = 6.906 and the enthalpy variation 
give a gap energy ∆0/kB=1978.6K. For the volume variation (δV) during the spin transition 
(LS→HS, HS→LS), we used a typical value of volume change δV=100A3. 
 
The thermal and pressure dependence of the HS molar fraction, nHS, at ambient pressure and 
temperature computed for [Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O, i.e. for a complex displaying an hysteretic spin 
transition around room temperature is displayed in Figure 6. The transitions temperatures at 
atmospheric pressure are Tc

↑ = 292.5 K and up and Tc
↓ = 278.6 K, which are in excellent 

agreement with the ones detected by optical reflectivity (Figure 1). The transitions temperatures 
at 300 K are Pc

↑ = 19.2 MPa and up and Pc
↓ = 9.3 MPa. 
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Figure 6 Thermal dependence at 1 bar (left) and pressure dependence at 300 K (right) of 
the HS molar fraction, nHS, derived from the Ising like model. The parameters values are 
∆0/kB=1978.6K, δV=100A3, lng = 6.906 and Γ = 360 K 

 
A (p-T) phase diagram was calculated to understand the influence of temperature and pressure on 
the SCO behaviour. The calculated phase diagram in pressure-temperature coordinates using the 
same parameters as in Figure 6, is displayed in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 Pressure-temperature phase diagram calculated for a SCO system switching around the 
room temperature region using the following parameters values: ∆0/kB=1978.6K, δV=100A3, lng 
= 6.906 and Γ = 360 K. 
 
As can be seen in Figure 7, the transition from the HS to the LS state can be achieved either by 
decreasing the temperature or by increasing pressure. When the SCO compound located at point 
A, i.e. at given temperature T1 and pressure P1, is heated until it reaches point B at temperature 
T2 ≥Tup at a constant pressure P1, a switch back to the HS state is observed. From B, if the 
temperature is decreased until it gets back to point A (T1,P1) then the compound remains in the 
HS state. By applying a pressure, the compound switches from HS to LS states at point C (T1,P2 
> Pdown). If now the pressure is lowered back to P1 (point A), the compound will remain in the 
LS state. In other words, inside the hysteresis width, the compound will keep the state of origin. 
When coming from the LS state it will remain in the LS state and when coming from the HS 
state it will retain the HS state as shown in Scheme 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Scheme 1 Representation of the switching mechanism induced by temperature and/or by 
pressure. 
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5. Conclusion 
In this work we proved the feasibility of pressure detection using a molecular SCO based 

sensor/marker operating at ambient temperature. For the titled compound we obtained a 
threshold value of the contact pressure of about 30 MPa to induce irreversibly the colour change 
of the molecular material, due to the spin state switching form HS to LS state. These results open 
important perspectives for molecular materials in pressure sensing applications, making possible 
their insertion in piezo- and thermo-chromic paints that will allow the visual detection of 
mechanical collisions, a very important issue in the aeronautic and automotive industries.  
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Experimental 
 
[Fe(hyetrz)3]I2·H2O was prepared as a solid white powder as described in ref [6]. The reflectance 
was determined by means of an optical microscope (Olympus BX51) equipped with a 
photodiode and a 543 nm interferential filter, while the optical spectra have been recorded by 
using an UV-Vis Ocean Optics spectrometer mounted on the optical microscope. The sample 
temperature was controlled using a Linkam THMS600 liquid nitrogen cryostage. During the 
experiment the temperature was changed at a rate of 2K/min. Differential scanning calorimetry 
measurements were carried out in a He(g) atmosphere using a Perkin-Elmer DSC Pyris 1 
instrument equipped with a cryostat and operating down to 98 K. The purge gas was N2(g). 
Temperatures and enthalpies were calibrated over the temperature range 98–300 K using the 
solid/solid and liquid/solid transitions of pure cyclopentane (P99%, Acros) [25]. The calibration 
sample was introduced in an aluminum pan and hermetically sealed using an encapsulating press. 
The calibration was made at a scan rate of 10 K/min. The characteristic temperatures, which 
were assigned to the crystal/crystal transitions of cyclopentane, were obtained by the 
extrapolation of the onset peak temperatures. An empty aluminium pan, identical to the one used 
for the sample, was used as a reference to obtain a reliable baseline. The system produces or 
uptakes energy in order to keep the temperature of the compound identical to the reference. This 
energy difference between two resistances (in mW) is transformed by PYRISTM DSC Software 
7.0 in specific heat Cp (J /mol/K). The DSC measurement of the sample was carried out at a scan 
rate of 10 K/min, in warming and cooling modes. 27.7 mg were encapsulated at room 
temperature in aluminum pans and hermetically sealed. The sample was maintained at room 
temperature for 5 min in order to allow the system to equilibrate, and was further cooled down 
from 298 to 98 K. The sample was maintained at 98 K for 5–10 min to reach equilibrium, 
followed by a similar scanning mode as on cooling between 98 K and room temperature. 57Fe 
Mössbauer spectra were recorded in transmission geometry with a Wissel Mössbauer 



spectrometer equipped with a 57Co(Rh) radioactive source (Cyclotron Ltd, Russia) operating at 
room temperature, and a Reuter-Stokes proportional counter. The samples were sealed in iron 
free aluminum foil and mounted on a nitrogen Oxford Instruments bath cryostat. The spectra 
were fitted to the sum of Lorentzian functions by a least-squares refinement using Recoil 1.05 
Mössbauer Analysis Software [26]. Pressure tests were performed on a micromechanical device 
developed at Onera. The cylindrical indenter with a contact surface of 4 mm2 is fixed in the 
upper part and the sample holder is placed on the movable part. This latter receives the load 
sensor and two deformable blades are used to guide the column designed to transmit the load 
between the sample holder and the pressure sensor. A stepper motor is used to move the platform 
via a screw-nut system. An Entran load sensor (FC231100000250L) with a capacity of 1100 N is 
used. During contact between indenter and sample, the moving part stops automatically when a 

force of 1 N is measured. For indention testing, the moving speed was 5 µ/s and the displacement 
is stopped when the required load is reached. 
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